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Abstract—Dynamically reconfigurable systems have at-
tracted public attention from the point of view of miniaturiza-
tion and saving power consumption for embedded systems in
recent years. In this study, we propose dynamic linear hybrid au-
tomata as specification language of dynamically reconfigurable
systems and the verification technique of reachability analysis.
A dynamic linear hybrid automaton(DLHA) is a linear hybrid
automaton extended with actions of creation and destruction.
This paper presents the model checker and applies it to the
model of an embedded system consisting CPU and DRP.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems have been needed in recent years. The
number of processors embedded into a system is increasing,
and they cause troubles for miniaturization and conservation
of electric power. Thus, dynamically reconfigurable pro-
cessor(DRP) has been brought to public attention[1]. DRP
executes a plural number of exclusive processes in the same
board by dynamically changing the circuit configuration[2].
Generally, a DRP is used to accelerate computations of a
CPU and loosely connected with the CPU. In a dynamically
reconfigurable system, CPU behaves as a real-time system
since a deadline is set in a task on the CPU. In addition,
DRP behaves as a hybrid system with a dynamic change of
operating frequency[3].

We model the embedded system, in which CPU and
DRP cooperatively process a job. The system have been
specified as a static system based on hybrid automata,
but the state-space explosion problem has caused at the
verification stage[4]. We present dynamic linear hybrid
automaton(DLHA) and verification technique. Also, we have
developed the model checker based on DLHA, and the
results of several experiments are shown in this paper.

II. SPECIFICATION

A. Dynamic Linear Hybrid Automaton

We define syntax and semantics of a dynamic linear
hybrid automaton(DLHA) for specifying dynamically recon-
figurable systems. A dynamic linear hybrid automaton is
a linear hybrid automaton extended with particular actions

Figure 1. Dynamic linear hybrid automata

for creation and destruction of an automata[7], [8] and for
operation of a queue. Fig. 1 shows examples of dynamic
linear hybrid automata. Actions are described by CSP style.
Q!A3 and Q?A3 are actions for operating queue of the

system. A1 sends the creation demand of A3 to the queue
with an action Q!A3 when it moves from location Run to
location Wait. If head of the queue is the creation demand
of A3, A2 dequeues the message and moves from location
Idle to location Create.

Crt A3! and Crt A3? are special actions for creation of
A3. A2 outputs Crt A3! when it moves from location Create
to location Idle, and A3 inputs Crt A3? and is created by
synchronizing with A2. Also, Dst A3! and Dst A3? are
special actions for destruction of A3. When A3 outputs



Figure 2. Example of State-space: The state-space of DLHAs in Fig. 1

Dst A3! and is destroyed, A1 inputs Dst A3? and moves
from Wait to Run.

Thus, we can specify the system as a dynamic system
using DLHAs.

III. VERIFICATION

Verification of DLHAs is performed based on Alur’s tech-
nique for symbolic verification of linear hybrid automata[7].
To compute reachable states, we add and delete variables by
composing locations when a DLHA is created and destroyed.
In addition, we represent state-transition systems by using
QDD(queue-content decision diagram)[9].

For example, the result of searching the state-space of
DLHAs in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2. The initial state
σ0 is composed of DLHA A1 and DLHA A2 since DLHA
A3 is not running. In the state σ2, A2 creates A3 with the
transition outgoing from location Idle, and the next state σ3

is constructed by A1,A2 and A3. Also, A3 is destroyed with
the transition outgoing from location Execute in the state σ3,
then σ4 is constructed by A1 and A2. At that time, the zone
of σ4 is computed by removing a variable z from the zone
of σ3

IV. PRACTICAL EXPERIMENT

We have implemented a model checker of DLHA and
a “QDD-package” in Java. Our experimental environment
consists of dual processor machine (Xeon CPU 2.00 GHz)
running Gentoo Linux 3.7.10 and Java version 7 update 10.

For example, consider a dynamically reconfigurable sys-
tem consisting of a CPU and a DRP[4]. The CPU has two
tasks, and they cooperate with two co-tasks on the DRP to
process jobs. We have specified the system with DLHAs,
and we have checked some properties.

Schedulability has been checked in 336.48 seconds with
214 MB RAM. In this case, the number of states was 1038
in total.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed a model checker of dynamic linear
hybrid automata(DLHA). In this paper, we have presented
our tool and have shown an experimental result. The next
step would be to compare our tool with other work in order
to assesses its effectiveness.
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